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   Earnings Review: First Real Estate Investment Trust 

(“FIRT”) 

 
  

 
Recommendation 

 We see the introduction of OUE and OUE’s 64.4%-subsidiary OUE Lippo Healthcare 
as equity holders in FIRT and the REIT Manager as a credit positive. In our view, this 
would help FIRT gain better access to external liquidity, especially as FIRT faces 
near-term debt due.  

 Nonetheless, the change in ownership is insufficient for us to lift our Issuer Profile of 
Negative (6) on FIRT as FIRT structurally still faces PT Lippo Karawaci Tbk (“LK”) 
and its subsidiaries as its main tenant (~82% to revenue in 2017).   

 In our view, FIRTSP 5.68%-PERP should not trade tighter than Lippo Malls Indonesia 
Retail Trust (“LMRT”)’s LMRTSP 7.00%-PERP given that LMRT has a smaller 
concentration to LK-related entities as main tenant. We continue to be underweight 
the FIRTSP 5.68%-PERP on expectations that spreads could widen still from here.  
 

Relative Value:  

Bond Call date 

Aggregate 

leverage 

 

Ask 

YTM
1
 

Ask 

Yield-to-

call 

Spread 

on YTC 

FIRTSP 5.68%-PERP 08/07/2021 34.3% 7.77% 12.4% 1,016bps 

LMRTSP 7.00%-PERP 27/09/2021 36.0% 10.71% 19.2% 1,699bps 
Note: (1) Indicative prices as at 09 November 2018 Source: Bloomberg 
         (2) Aggregate leverage based on latest available quarter 
         (3) YTM per Bloomberg assumes a 149 years to maturity; proxy of yield in perpetuity 

 
Key Considerations  

 
 

 Interest coverage flat q/q: In 3Q2018, gross revenue was up 5.1% y/y to 
SGD29.1mn while net property income (“NPI”) was up 5.4% y/y to SGD28.9mn. This 
was attributable to the full quarter contribution from Siloam Hospitals Buton & Lippo 
Plaza Buton and Siloam Hospitals Yogyakarta (bought in October 2017 and 
December 2017 respectively). EBITDA (based on our calculation which does not 
include other income and other expenses) was SGD25.9mn in 3Q2018 (up 5.3% y/y). 
Despite the stronger EBITDA generation, on the back of higher interest expense (up 
25.3% y/y to SGD5.5mn), resultant EBITDA/Interest coverage was lower, though still 
manageable at 4.7x versus 5.6x in 3Q2017. On a y/y basis, interest had increased 
due to debt drawn down to finance the purchase of the two new hospitals and the 
second progress payment Siloam Hospitals Surabaya development. On a q/q basis 
though, finance cost had stayed relatively constant (2Q2018: EBITDA/Interest 
coverage of 4.7x). Assuming that FIRT pays out 5.68% p.a as perpetual distribution, 
EBITDA/(Interest plus 50% of perpetual distribution) was 4.1x in 3Q2018.  
 

 Trade receivables continue to pile up: As at 30 September 2018, trade receivables 
at FIRT were SGD49.3mn, rising sharply from SGD29.1mn as at 30 June 2018, this 
(31 December 2017: SGD26.0mn). We find day sales outstanding (“DSO”) at 153 
days in 3Q2018 versus 91 days in 2Q2018. The pilling up of trade receivables is 
unsurprising to us given liquidity stresses at FIRT’s main tenant, LK. As a result, FIRT 
only generated SGD3.3mn in cash flow from operations (after tax but before interest) 
(“CFO”), the higher EBITDA generation. In contrast in 3Q2017, FIRT generated 
SGD17.5mn in CFO. In 2017, LK and its subsidiaries contributed 82.4% of FIRT’s 
revenue and this is likely to be similar in 3Q2018.  

 
 Introduction of a stronger equity holder: In September 2018, OUE Limited (“OUE”, 

Issuer profile: Neutral (4)) and its 64.4%-owned subsidiary OUE Lippo Healthcare 
Limited (“OUE-LH”) announced the proposed purchase of FIRT’s REIT Manager 
(“FIRTM”) for SGD98.9mn from LK (FIRT’s Sponsor and largest unitholder then). 
Additionally, OUE-LH would buy a ~10.6%-stake in FIRT for SGD102.7mn, also from 
LK. The purchase was completed on 26 October 2018. OUE, OUE-LH, FIRT and LK 
were sister companies, sharing the same ultimate controlling shareholder. The deal 
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 saw OUE buying 60% of FIRTM with OUE-LH buying the remaining 40%. Apart from 
its REIT Manager function, FIRTM holds a 7%-stake in the REIT. We estimate that 
OUE now holds a 17.6% deemed ownership in FIRT while its effective stake is 
11.0%, from its 60%-stake in FIRTM and 64.4%-stake in OUE-LH. LK’s stake in FIRT 
had declined to ~10.7% based on our estimates and in total LK had received 
SGD201.6mn in cash from this sale.  
 
Figure 1: Pre-transaction simplified corporate structure 
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                Source: Bloomberg, OCBC Credit Research  

 
Figure 2: Post-transaction simplified corporate structure 
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Source: Company, OCBC Credit Research estimates 
 

 Aggregate leverage: As at 30 September 2018, FIRT’s unadjusted aggregate 
leverage was 34.3%, rising somewhat from the 33.6% as at 30 June 2018. FIRT had 
took on additional debt to help fund dividends to unitholders, interest and distribution 
to perpetual holders (SGD22.1mn was paid to capital source providers in 3Q2018). 
SGD60mn of perpetuals outstanding at FIRT made up 4.4% of total capital and 
adding 50% of these as debt, we find adjusted aggregate leverage at 36.4%, still 
manageable. As at 30 September 2018, SGD385.6mn (representing 78% of gross 
debt) at FIRT was secured debt. We estimate this debt is collateralized by 
SGD976mn worth of investment properties.  
 

 Short term debt coming due though access to external financing better: As at 
30 September 2018, FIRT faces SGD109.8mn in short term debt coming due in 
November 2018 and March 2019 respectively (represents 22% of total debt). An 
earlier short-term bridge loan was drawndown to take out FIRT’s SGD100mn bond 
that was due in May 2018. Per company, FIRT is in negotiations with banks to extend 
and refinance this debt that is coming due. We assume that lenders holding the 
properties as collateral are willing to extend additional secured debt on the same 
collateral package. With secured debt-to-value (“LTV”) of 40% as at 30 September 
2018, FIRT still has a headroom of SGD102mn in secured debt, assuming that 
lenders are wiling to go up to LTV of 50%. While the liquidity situation at FIRT has 
tightened, in our view the introduction of OUE as new equity holder of both FIRTM 
and FIRT should allow FIRT better access to financing markets. If need be, OUE-LH 
(and indirectly OUE) would be able to raise money and inject capital into FIRT. For 
example, via a shareholder’s loan. We think FIRT would be recognized as an 
associated company given OUE’s control over the REIT Manger. It would be 
considered par for course for OUE and/or OUE-LH to provide a corporate guarantee 
on FIRT’s loans.  
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Explanation of Issuer Profile Rating (“IPR”) / Issuer Profile Score (“IPS”) 
 
Positive (“Pos”) – The issuer’s credit profile is either strong on an absolute basis, or expected to improve to a 
strong position over the next six months. 
 
Neutral (“N”) – The issuer’s credit profile is fair on an absolute basis, or expected to improve / deteriorate to a fair 
level over the next six months. 
 
Negative (“Neg”) – The issuer’s credit profile is either weaker or highly geared on an absolute basis, or expected 
to deteriorate to a weak or highly geared position over the next six months. 
 
To better differentiate relative credit quality of the issuers under our coverage, we have further sub-divided our 
Issuer Profile Ratings (“IPR”) into a 7 point Issuer Profile Score (“IPS”) scale. 
 
 

 
 
 
Explanation of Bond Recommendation 
 
Overweight (“OW”) – The performance of the issuer’s specific bond is expected to outperform the issuer’s other 
bonds, or the bonds of other issuers either operating in the same sector or in a different sector but with similar tenor 
over the next six months. 
 
Neutral (“N”) – The performance of the issuer’s specific bond is expected to perform in line with the issuer’s other 
bonds, or the bonds of other issuers either operating in the same sector or in a different sector but with similar tenor 
over the next six months. 
 
Underweight (“UW”) – The performance of the issuer’s specific bond is expected to underperform the issuer’s 
other bonds, or the bonds of other issuers either operating in the same sector or in a different sector but with similar 
tenor over the next six months. 
 
Other 
 
Suspension – We may suspend our issuer rating and bond level recommendation on specific issuers from time to 
time when OCBC is engaged in other business activities with the issuer. Examples of such activities include acting 
as a joint lead manager or book runner in a new issue or as an agent in a consent solicitation exercise. We will 
resume our coverage once these activities are completed. 
 
Withdrawal (“WD”) – We may withdraw our issuer rating and bond level recommendation on specific issuers from 
time to time when corporate actions are announced but the outcome of these actions are highly uncertain. We will 
resume our coverage once there is sufficient clarity in our view on the impact of the proposed action. 
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Analyst Declaration 
The analyst(s) who wrote this report and/or her or his respective connected persons did not hold securities in the above-mentioned issuer or 
company as at the time of the publication of this report. 
 
Disclaimer for research report 
This publication is solely for information purposes only and may not be published, circulated, reproduced or distributed in whole or in part to any 
other person without our prior written consent. This publication should not be construed as an offer or solicitation for the subscription, purchase or 
sale of the securities/instruments mentioned herein. Any forecast on the economy, stock market, bond market and economic trends of the markets 
provided is not necessarily indicative of the future or likely performance of the securities/instruments. Whilst the information contained herein has 
been compiled from sources believed to be reliable and we have taken all reasonable care to ensure that the information contained in this 
publication is not untrue or misleading at the time of publication, we cannot guarantee and we make no representation as to its accuracy or 
completeness, and you should not act on it without first independently verifying its contents. The securities/instruments mentioned in this publication 
may not be suitable for investment by all investors. Any opinion or estimate contained in this report is subject to change without notice. We have not 
given any consideration to and we have not made any investigation of the investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs of the 
recipient or any class of persons, and accordingly, no warranty whatsoever is given and no liability whatsoever is accepted for any loss arising 
whether directly or indirectly as a result of the recipient or any class of persons acting on such information or opinion or estimate. This publication 
may cover a wide range of topics and is not intended to be a comprehensive study or to provide any recommendation or advice on personal 
investing or financial planning. Accordingly, they should not be relied on or treated as a substitute for specific advice concerning individual 
situations. Please seek advice from a financial adviser regarding the suitability of any investment product taking into account your specific 
investment objectives, financial situation or particular needs before you make a commitment to purchase the investment product. OCBC and/or its 
related and affiliated corporations may at any time make markets in the securities/instruments mentioned in this publication and together with their 
respective directors and officers, may have or take positions in the securities/instruments mentioned in this publication and may be engaged in 
purchasing or selling the same for themselves or their clients, and may also perform or seek to perform broking and other investment or securities-
related services for the corporations whose securities are mentioned in this publication as well as other parties generally.  
 
This report is intended for your sole use and information. By accepting this report, you agree that you shall not share, communicate, distribute, 
deliver a copy of or otherwise disclose in any way all or any part of this report or any information contained herein (such report, part thereof and 
information, “Relevant Materials”) to any person or entity (including, without limitation, any overseas office, affiliate, parent entity, subsidiary entity 
or related entity) (any such person or entity, a “Relevant Entity”) in breach of any law, rule, regulation, guidance or similar. In particular, you agree 
not to share, communicate, distribute, deliver or otherwise disclose any Relevant Materials to any Relevant Entity that is subject to the Markets in 
Financial Instruments Directive (2014/65/EU) (“MiFID”) and the EU’s Markets in Financial Instruments Regulation (600/2014) (“MiFIR”) (together 
referred to as “MiFID II”), or any part thereof, as implemented in any jurisdiction. No member of the OCBC Group shall be liable or responsible for 
the compliance by you or any Relevant Entity with any law, rule, regulation, guidance or similar (including, without limitation, MiFID II, as 
implemented in any jurisdiction). 
 
Co.Reg.no.:193200032W 

 


